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PRESS INFORMATION  

Take a seat at the Essen Motor Show:  
Authentic Recaro automotive seats for the office 
and homes 
 
Essen, November 26, 2021. They are made for vehicle enthusiasts 
who do not want to miss out on the familiar performance seating 
feeling at home or at work: the high-quality office chairs of the 
Recaro Office Line. During the Essen Motor Show 2021, new 
models of the exclusive product line can be experienced up 
close, test-sat and ordered at the Recaro Automotive booth (Hall 
3, Booth 3A25). At the same time, these items will also be 
available to purchase online in the official Recaro Automotive 
Fanshop for lifestyle products. 
 
The Recaro Office Line, a lifestyle product segment of Recaro 
Automotive, brings the dynamics and sporty design from the road 
directly to the workplace in the office or home office with an original 
car seat: with anatomically shaped seat contours that replicate the 
human spine and perfectly support the body in its posture. With 
numerous adjustment options. With castors that glide easily over a 
variety of floors. So that car lovers can indulge their passion at home, 
too. 
 
The new office chairs are made of high-quality and exclusive materials 
such as soft leather, innovative textiles and a robust base that can 
withstand the rigors of daily office use. Thanks to their origins in the 
automotive industry, they meet even higher standards than are 
common for office chairs. This is noticeable, among other things, in the 
quality of the seat foam, which guarantees long-lasting comfort even 
under continuous wear and tear.  
 
Visitors to the Essen Motor Show 2021 will also be able to experience 
this unique seating feeling first-hand. At the appearance of Recaro 
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Automotive (Hall 3, Booth 3A25), the brand manufacturer will present 
its new additions to the office range.  
 
The first of these is the Speed Star, which was developed together 
with automotive influencer Philipp Kaess. With an ergonomic seat, 
pronounced shoulder support and robust synchronous mechanism, 
even long periods of sitting while working or playing video games can 
be completed without fatigue in the Speed Star. A stylized seatbelt 
passage, black cover materials with embroidered decorative stripes 
and contrasting stitching in Indian Red radiate pure racing dynamics 
even when stationary. The Speed Star is available as an office chair 
or as a static chair on a car lounge platform. 
 
The only chair that is even more dynamic is the Recaro Office Cross 
Sportster CS. Clearly inspired by the iconic, thoroughbred Recaro 
racing shells, it is the sports seat par excellence for the office and the 
home - without compromising on comfort. In addition to classic black 
vinyl leather with decorative stitching in Indian Red or Acid Green, a 
premium edition in cognac-colored saddler leather with black stitching 
and embroidered Recaro logo is also available. 
  
A true luxury classic is the Recaro Office Classic LX, which is 
particularly attractive to fans of classic cars and youngtimers. The 
Office Classic LX was designed on the basis of genuine Recaro 
classics from 1984 - featuring retro flair in black leather combined with 
classic fabrics such as corduroy, check or pepita.  
 
These and other seats can be ordered not only on site at the show, but 
also from the official webstore at https://shop.recaro-automotive.com. 
 
More information and download of images:  
https://www.recaro-automotive.com/en/recaro/press-media 
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New in the seat portfolio: The Speed Star is available as an office chair or as a static 
seat on a car lounge platform. 
Source: Recaro Automotive 
 
 

 
From Recaro Automotive's Office Line: Recaro Office Cross Sportster CS. 
Source and copyright: Cento Advanced Seating   
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The Recaro Office Classic LX was designed based on genuine Recaro classics from 
1984 - with retro flair in black leather, combined with classic fabrics such as 
corduroy, check or pepita.  
Source: Recaro Automotive 
 

# # # 
 
 
 
About Recaro Automotive: 
Recaro Automotive is a leading manufacturer of premium vehicle seats for 
OEMs and the aftermarket. At three locations in Europe, the USA and Japan, 
we design, manufacture, and market complete seats representative of our 
core competencies of design, ergonomics, craftsmanship, robustness, 
lightweight construction, and first-class workmanship, under the brand name 
Recaro. Recaro Automotive uses the brand Recaro under a license of the 
Recaro Holding.  
 
For more information, please visit www.recaro-automotive.com.  
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